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Scope of Research

We study crystallographic and electronic structures of materials and their transfor-
mations through direct imaging of atoms or molecules by high-resolution electron 
spectromicroscopy, which realizes energy-filtered imaging and electron energy-loss 
spectroscopy as well as high-resolution imaging. By combining this with scanning 
probe microscopy, we cover the following subjects: 1) direct structure analysis, electron 
crystallographic analysis, 2) epitaxial growth of molecules, 3) structure formation in 
solutions, and 4) fabrication of low-dimensional functional assemblies.
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Topics

Formation of a Hybrid Plasmonic Waveguide 
Mode Probed by Dispersion Measurement

Guiding light with subwavelength confinement is a crit-
ical challenge for nanoscale optical applications. Hybrid 
waveguides, i.e., dielectric waveguides combined with 
plasmonic waveguides, have great potential for concom-
itantly exhibiting subwavelength confinement and long 
range propagation, enabling a highly integrated photon-
ic circuit. This waveguide mode has been regarded as a 
coupling of the dielectric waveguide and the surface plas-
mon-polaritons (SPPs). We report the characterization of 
hybrid waveguide modes excited in Si/SiO2/Al films by 
dispersion measurement using angle-resolved electron 
energy-loss spectroscopy (AREELS).

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of AREELS. A 
narrow slit is placed to be perpendicular to the direction of 
energy dispersion for the spectrometer at the entrance plane 
where the angular dispersive (electron diffraction) pattern 
is formed. The observed two-dimensional AREELS pattern 
allows us to directly visualize the energy-loss probability 
as a function of the energy loss E and the component of the 
scattering vector perpendicular to the direction of incident 
electrons q⊥ (E–q map). When the incident electrons are 
normal to the multilayered films, q⊥ can be assumed to be 
the wave vector k (propagation constant) of the propagat-
ing waves in waveguide structures. Therefore, the E–q map 
directly yields the dispersion relations of the waveguide 
modes.

The waveguide structures consisting of the multilayered 
semiconductor–insulator (SI) and semiconductor–insula-
tor–metal (SIM) films were prepared as shown in Figure 
1(b). Silicon (Si), silicon dioxide (SiO2), and aluminum 
(Al) were chosen as the semiconductor layer, the insulator 

gap, and the metal layer, respectively. Since the SPP mode 
supported by the plane surface is the transverse magnetic 
(TM) mode, we consider the dispersion relations for TM 
modes only in the present study.

Figure 2 shows the E–q maps of the SI films (A1, A2, 
and A3) and SIM films (B1, B2, and B3), in which they are 
compared with the calculated dispersion relations of light 
in vacuum, bulk amorphous SiO2, and Si crystal (white 
solid lines and curves). On the E–q map in Figure 2(b), the 
dispersion curve of the lowest TM mode (TM0) appears in 
the region between the light lines in vacuum and Si bulk. 
This is a feature of Si waveguide modes. When the thick-
ness of the Si film is increased, dispersion curves of two 
TM modes are observed, as shown in Figure 2(c). The dis-
persion curve of the TM0 mode shifts to the lower energies 
with increasing Si thickness. This behavior is characteris-
tic of dielectric waveguide modes. Figures 2(d)–2(f) show 
the E–q maps measured from SIM films (B1, B2, and B3). 
A new dispersion curve clearly appears in the E–q map of 
Figure 2(d), whereas no dispersion curve was detected for 
the corresponding SI film (A1), as seen in Figure 2(a). This 
dispersion curve might be related to the SPP excited on the 
Al/SiO2 interface. Moreover, when the thickness of the Si 
film in SIM structures is increased, the dispersion curves 
shift to lower energies (see Figure 2(e) and 2(f)), similar to 
SI films. The new peaks observed in the SIM film (B2) are 
lower than those of the Si waveguide (TM0) mode in the 
SI film (A2), which suggests that the new excitation mode 
arises from the coupling between the SPPs on the Al/SiO2 
interface and the TM0 modes in the Si film, representing a 
hybrid waveguide mode.

A hybrid mode can be characterized in terms of the 
effective index, defined as the propagation constant of 
waveguide mode divided by the wave vector in vacuum. 
With increasing Si waveguide layer thickness, the critical 
energy, where effective indexes of the TM0 and SPP modes 
intersect, giving maximum coupling seems to decrease, 
which suggests that the energy of effective hybrid coupling 
can be controlled by adjusting the thickness of the dielectric 
waveguide layer.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of AREELS method. k0 and k1 repre-
sent the wave vectors of incident and scattered electrons, respectively. An 
angular selection slit is placed at the entrance plane of the spectrometer to 
limit electron collection to those scattered perpendicular to the direction of 
energy dispersion. The gap in the center of the slit is closed to prevent the 
intense direct beam from saturating the CCD detector. The inserted E–q 
map is taken from B2. (b) Schematics of the specimens.

Figure 2. E–q maps of (a) A1, (b) A2, (c) A3, (d) B1, (e) B2, and (f) B3. 
White solid curves and lines are calculated dispersion relations of light in 
bulk Si, bulk SiO2, and vacuum. The red curve represents the relationship 
between the energy and q⊥ of Čerenkov radiation excited by 200 keV elec-
trons in bulk Si.


